Our company philosophy
Behind the long-standing success of our company there is a very special company
philosophy and common values that determine our daily activities.

The customer
Meeting the requirements of our customers is an essential key to success. Each
customer is individual and we must earn their trust and respect through careful work.
In order to achieve the greatest possible benefit for our customers, competent advice
and order processing in accordance with agreements are our top priority.

The partnership
We rely on mixed teams to achieve better ideas and more balanced decisions. We put
common goals above departmental thinking. The basis for this is cooperation, respect
and trust across all areas. We work in partnership and responsibly with all
stakeholders and regulators.

Sustainable performance
We create value for the company and its employees by putting long-term success
before short-term profits. We support entrepreneurial thinking and the responsible
weighing of opportunities and risks. We strive for sustainable success by developing
and promoting our employees according to their performance and talents.

The Integrity
We always comply with the highest standards of integrity in words and deeds. We do
what is not only legally permissible but also right. We speak openly with each other.
We encourage, express and respect constructive criticism.

The quality
The selection of good suppliers and proven products ensures that the very high
demands on quality and functionality are always met. Our quality management
system is therefore continuously improved.

The discipline
We treat our company and its resources with care. We adhere to rules and stand by
our promises. We achieve operational excellence by getting everything we do right at
the first attempt, if possible.

The Company
A working atmosphere of mutual trust and understanding is the basis for the
independent and creative work of our employees. Only with professional competence
and holistic thinking can we meet the demands of the market. Therefore, employees
who identify with their work and professional training are essential for us.

The customer orientation
We earn the trust of our customers by placing them at the centre of our activities. We
create added value for our clients because we understand their needs and meet them
in the best possible way. We want to be our clients’ partner. We share the values we
create fairly.

The innovation
We encourage the intellectual curiosity of our employees because it is the basis of all
innovation. We help our customers to succeed by finding and offering suitable
solutions for their requirements. We continuously improve our processes and
platforms by using new and better ideas.

